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Summary: Performance tuning is to control several parameters of a system to accelerate the performance of the system. For numerical simulations using a large size computation,
performance tuning is one of the most important techniques as well as high-speed computers. Some recent processors have GPU as well as plural processing cores of CPU, so both the
parallelization of plural processing cores of CPU and the parallelization of GPU can be exploited simultaneously. Since the optimal load balancing of CPU and GPU is hard to be determined, in
the prior art, the authors proposed an on-the-fly auto-tuning method, which determines the optimal load balancing in runtime by using the pre-computation of fixed data size (AutoRatio).
However, in order to cope with the case that the value of AutoRatio is not determined in advance, we propose a new auto-tuning method that determines a load balancing in runtime by
repeating small size pre-computations, and the effectiveness of our approach is empirically confirmed by using four applications..

On-the-fly auto-tuning

Background and motivation

Incremental auto-tuning

•Along with the progress of semiconductor technology, the integration of transistors on a chip has 
been accelerated, and then most processors currently contain many processing cores, and 
peripheral units are also integrated into the same LSI. 

•Especially, Intel processors after Westmere generation can contain GPU on the same LSI, thus 
recent processors have a various number of processing cores with or without GPU on the same LSI. 

•Recent GPU can be also used for general-purpose computing, so we should exploit both CPU and 
GPU to improve the performance of our applications.
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What is an optimal way to distribute tasks of applications over cores?

Only CPU

Only GPU

CPU and GPU

CPU GPU

unified memory

How are tasks optimally divided?

tasks / no. of processing cores (=1/6)

tasks / no. of GPU cores (=1/24)

optimal ratio?

6 cores 24 cores

Processors with integrated GPU What is the optimal Load Balancing?

1. Large size homogeneous scalar computation 
-> pi calculation by using integration of differential of tan -1

2. Large size nonhomogeneous scalar computation
-> computation of the number of prime number

3. A matrix-vector product with large size arrays 

4. A matrix multiplication with large size arrays.

CPU GPU Mem. OS

PC1 intel i7-8700
(3.2 GHz, 6 cores / 12 threads) UHD 630 8 GB Windows 

10 Pro.PC2 intel i3-8100 
(3.6 GHz, 4 cores / 4 threads)

PC environment and typical applications

Data configuration 

total (=t1+t2+t3)

CPU

GPU
t1 t2 t3

pre-calc. hybrid parallel

N

CPU: N x (1-2xAutoRatio)x R

• The optimal value of R (ratio of CPU and GPU) depends on the 
nature of applications. 

• Small AutoRatio may lead to imprecise execution time, so the 
optimal R cannot be determined. In contrast, when AutoRatio is 
larger than necessary, the effectiveness of hybrid parallel may be 
degraded. Therefore, our approach is to determine the optimal 
value of AutoRatio for each application by experiments.

N x AutoRatio

GPU: N x (1-2xAutoRatio)x (1-R)

Time schedule

Optimal R is t2 / (t1+t2)

Pre-comp hybrid

Auto-tuning method
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Ratio (CPU:GPU=R:1-R)

pi prime matvec matmul

R=0.55R=0.40

R=0.90

R=0.85

Parallelization on CPU is described in OpenMP. 
Both CPU and GPU utilize unified memory by 
using fine grain buffer SVM mechanism of 
OpenCL.

hybrid parallelization
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AutoRatio

pi prime matvec matmul

The preliminary calculation of given AutoRatio is done, and 
then by using R determined by the preliminary calculation, 
hybrid parallel computation is carried out, so speed-up is 
calculated by the total execution time.

R=0.9

R=0.52

R=0.85

R=0.34

Determination of AutoRatio (PC1)
The optimal load balancing is achieved for 
each application.
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i7-8700 (PC1)

I3-8100 (PC2)

pi prime matvec matmul

R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up

Optimal 0.75 1.47 0.35 3.20 0.65 2.26 0.15 5.1

On-the-fly 0.75 1.3 0.26 2.24 0.61 1.88 0.22 3.84

AutoRatio 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.16

Results of auto-tuning on i3-8100 (PC2)
By using Autoratio value determined on PC1, the performance 
on PC2 is evaluated as shown in the left table. The speedups 
are slightly degraded due to the cost of the preliminary 
computation for finding the value of R.

The achieved speedups are moderately good, so the 
effectiveness of on-the-way auto-tuning method is confirmed.

total (=t1+t2+t3)

CPU

GPU

t11 t3

pre-calc.hybrid parallel

Incremental auto-tuning

t21

t12

t22

t1=t11+t12

t2=t21+t22

One of the drawbacks of the on-the-
way auto-tuning is that the size of 
pre-computation must be 
determined in advance.

In order to alleviate the weakness, 
we will try to carry out pre-
computation gradually without the 
AutoRatio value (incremental auto-
tuning).

The incremental auto-tuning is that 
small pre-computations are 
repeatedly carried out until the ratio 
of t1 and t2 becomes stable.

The on-the-fly auto-tuning using AutoRatio requires the 
precomputation of the interval of AutoRatio as an overhead time. 
Namely, t1 is the time of the pre-computation on CPU, and t2 is the time 
of the pre-computation on GPU. 

On the incremental auto-tuning, one unit of pre-computation is 0.5% of 
the total computation, and the measurement of one unit of pre-
computation is repeated until the difference of average execution times 
of adjacent time slots becomes under 10%.

First, the pre-computation of CPU is carried out, and then the pre-
computation of GPU is carried out. Namely, the execution time of one 
unit of pre-computation on CPU is t1i (i ≥ 1), and this procedure is 

repeated until 
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𝑛
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𝑛
is less than a certain value. Then, the 

execution time of one unit of pre-computation on GPU is t2i (i ≥ 1), and 

this procedure is repeated until 
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value. Finally, the value of R is determined by using 
σ
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Auto-tuning method
pi prime matvec matmul

R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up

Optimal 0.95 1.18 0.35 2.22 0.80 1.78 0.55 1.43

On-the-fly 0.95 1.15 0.06 1.15 0.77 1.11 0.45 1.44

Incremental 0.95 1.13 0.52 1.39 0.95 0.99 0.58 1.06

Results of auto-tuning on i7-8700 (PC1)

The incremental auto-tuning is superior to the on-the-fly auto-tuning with 
regards to prime number count applications (prime). For pi calculation (pi), the 
value of R of the incremental auto-tuning is almost the same as the optimum, 
but the speedup is degraded due to the overhead cost of the pre-computation 
of the incremental auto-tuning. However, this overhead also degrades the 
performance of other applications. Compared with the on-the-fly auto-tuning, 
the value of R of the incremental auto-tuning is closer to the optimal, but the 
speedup is worse. 

The achieved speedups of the incremental auto-tuning method are moderately 
good, although the size of pre-computation is not necessary to determine in 
advance. Thus, this auto-tuning is good for the application where the value of 
Autoratio is not known.

pi:     0.04
prime:  0.08
matvec: 0.08
matmul: 0.16


